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ACTION MASTERS SINGLE PACK
FIGURE ASSORTMENT
No. 62610
All-time action favorites practically come
to life through the realistic sculpting and
attention to detail given each figure.
Assortment features characters from
“Terminator 2,” “Aliens,” “Predator,"
“Batman," “Star Wars.” and more. Each
of the 8 figures is posed for action and
includes a fact-filled special-edition
collector card.
Ages 4 and up.
PK. 6
WT.8LBS.
CUBE.44 CU.FT.

ACTION MASTERS FOUR-PACK
ASSORTMENT
No. 62630
Four times the action! Collection
includes die-cast sets of four figures
each from “Aliens," “Batman," “Star
Wars” and “Superman." Each set
includes four special-edition collector
cards.
dgrs 4 and up.
PE 6
WT.SLBS.
CUBE.44 CUFT.

ACTION MASTERS SIX
FIGURE PACK
No. 62640
A grand total of six finely-crafted die-cast
figures. Good guys and bad - they’re all
here ■ along with six special-edition
collector cards.
Ages 4 and up.
PK.6
Il'T.SLBS.
CUBE.44 CU.FT.

BATMAN’’ BATMAN and retard elements
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Tearing Heroes...Ruthless Villains,..Brave Crime I-'ighters...Loyal
JLy Sidekicks...Hideous Monsters. Now, for the first time, they all come together in
one fantastic collection: ACTION MASTERS Die-Cast Collectibles.
Featuring the most popular action characters from all-time favorite movies, comic
books, TV series and more, this exciting new collectible line is certain to appeal to
young and old alike. The premiere-edition 1994 ACTION MASTERS line allows
collectors to choose their favorite characters from blockbuster hits like “Aliens,"
"Star Wars," “Batman." "Terminator 2," and more.
Each 2 l/2"-high ACTION MASTER figure is meticulously sculpted with incredible
attention to detail, then cast in heavyweight metal in a dramatic, ready-for-action pose.
Both kids and adult collectors will have to have them all!
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